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Chemistry & Biology
EditorialChemistry & Biology Editors Announce Changes
to the Editorial TeamSpring might not be yet in the air here in the Northeastern part of United States, where the Chemistry & Biology editorial offices
are located, but change to the editorial team has arrived. We are excited to introduce the newest Editor of Chemistry & Biology,
Dr. Hiroaki Suga, who joined the journal a few weeks ago. Dr. Suga is a professor at the University of Tokyo, School of Science,
in Tokyo, Japan, and his key research interests transcend the limits of two disciplines, chemistry and biology, to create an amalgam-
ation of projects and ideas rooted in both fields. His current research interests range from genetic code reprogramming and the
development of new biological peptides to understanding and targeting bacterial quorum sensing. We are positive that his expertise
and broad scientific interests will be a valuable asset to both the journal and the chemical biology community that we support.
At this time, we would also like to announce that Dr. Michael Famulok will be stepping down as an editor of the journal after serving
in this role since 2001. During his tenure with the journal, Dr. Famulok has made outstanding contributions to the journal, advocating
high editorial standards, publishing cutting-edge science, and engaging the community. Dr. Famulok will continue to work closely
with the journal as a new editorial board member.
The editorial team remains committed to growing and improving our content, andwe hope that you will see the journal as we do, as
a collaboration between authors, reviewers, editors, and readers, or to paraphrase an African proverb, ‘‘it takes an energetic and
creative scientific community to make a leading journal.’’Craig Crews, Kevan Shokat, Wolfgang Wohlleben
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